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Automate across the security lifecycle.

S O L U T I O N  B R I E F

SECURITY LEADERS LACK THE INTEGRATION TO ENABLE EFFECTIVE AUTOMATION

AU TO M AT I O N , F RO M  F RO N T  TO  B AC K

ReliaQuest’s GreyMatter SaaS security platform takes a longer and more holistic view—enabling automation across the security 
lifecycle.  Having run security operations centers (SOCs) for Fortune 1000 organizations for more than a decade, ReliaQuest 
knows automation is the key to a healthy, efficient and resilient security program.

How does it work?

When ReliaQuest implements detection capabilities in a customer’s 
SIEM or EDR, each use case is assigned a unique code. When a use  
case triggers, a GreyMatter automation play keys off of these  
codes to auto-query related technologies, de-dupe, and enrich the 
data—from historical information, to threat intelligence-and creates  
a high-fidelity research package at machine speed. The research  
package provides the analyst with all of the information they need 
from a single view—no running multiple queries across multiple tools 
from multiple interfaces. Fifty percent of what the industry used  
to think of as the investigative process is done before an analyst 

even clicks a button.

As part of that research package, GreyMatter also pulls from  
automation playbooks linked to the technologies in your environment. 
These range from simple responses like blocking an IP address or  
emailing a user to multi-step, multi-technology responses like banning hashes, creating watchlists, or running IOC lookups 
against multiple technologies. GreyMatter offers packaged playbooks, tested against our existing customer base, and gives  
you the ability to customize playbooks or complement existing security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR)  
technologies. That�s the power of the GreyMatter platform�uni�ed data collection, enrichment and standard operating  
procedures mapped to playbooks to investigate and respond to threats faster.

Security organizations are overwhelmed. In a recent study of more than 400 security leaders, nearly all respondents say that  
better visibility into the results of their security program (94%) or integration and automation of disparate tools (93%) would 
allow them to get more benefit out of their security spend*. But because of too many tools, too many manual, repetitive tasks,  
and too many alerts, they aren’t getting the visibility they need to secure the business and confidently automate. 

The industry at large is looking at automation as the answer, but many of the tools available today take a narrow and siloed 
approach—they focus only on the ability to automate remediation. In reality automation is challenging to implement and scale 
due to fragmented data, a lack of documentation, standard operating procedures, and confidence that appropriate controls are 
performing as expected. This leaves security leaders to wonder: 

Do we understand the ideal 
workflows from which to build 
automation?

Do I want to invest in the expertise 
to build integration across tools,  
or in analysts who can protect  
the business?

Can we build automation 
when we have so many 
false positives?

* Source: Security Technology Sprawl Report,  

ReliaQuest , December 2019



  

 


